Another Talk!ng to

~iyself,

this time on what has happened since 'l~ot by Practice
Alone', 1984-87.

The third part of the 1984-85 Perspectives,· which
this time' was July~ ~ September: :PI)., 12-32 1 leaving ,ttut. ___ _

only the tasks themselves--4 new pamphlets, plus Archive"s.
It began with a new sense of objectivity d,:.Jaling
with when subjectivity is actually objective.

Secondly.

questioning post-Marx Marxists on the whole question of
.
~a)
.
dialectics of revolution. llllii'{£_ecent re-examination,
however, Eugene recognized that we did not either
inwardize or felt at much l!lt home with, the

••"II as the

movement from theo1.-y :ll"ili.

structure of. P&R as

we do with the work M&F.
Perhaps the suq~section on the Absolute Method-~de such a Pf~rit:!}
The Unchaining of the Dialectic--1~as1

'": * ..

that the fact that it too is only the road to

the Idea itself did not stand out as much as it should,
especially because Gramsci was so great on Praxis and on
using the actual word "Absolute Humanism" that the self-.
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determination of the Idea did not stand put as
have.
*****************************~*************•

(Between July 7th, when the Perspectives ~rae given,
and before the end of that year, I fell sicklliii!i!iill{ t_he
lllil significant re-appearance was the summation oft het 1 .
year, Dec. 30, 1984. During that period, there·was,the
collection. by Olga Of - m y ~lritings on WI., which ±' .
. then reorganized into the form th!!t it had for t-iLDOR,
~& ]
r. l .AND saw what flowed from it was that the.
unifyfng thread should be done in 'an overview and would
reveal the dialectics of revolution, so that·it isn't
only the trilogy, but that each of the developments,
whether on a sin~le subject like Bl!lck or WLM, 1~ou1c1
show the same as the whple body of ideas; the dialectics
of revolution. ·
·
Which is why the Overview in my mind _ . it an
actual new form.)

t;;yi£( ·

**************************************~******

The"outside" did respond, not of course as Marxist;Humanists, but it strik~ so responsive a chord in their
own lives on WL, that we did probably get more reviews
of that, th;m :mything except the 1970 'Lenin • s Philsoophic

Arnbivaler.c~'.

Re Wl, is of course Adrienne Rich; whereas

in 1970 it was everything from as separate
Praxis, and

of

as

HS.l\., Telos,

course all the 60s movement % on alienation.

.:;:

';,.

. '· ....
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It • s a very different situation in the 80s •.
First because of the great

~

retrogression that

Ronald Reagan drove in, second the politicaliy changed ·
world that again RC!agan. and Thatcheri>··with itB extensiori

imperialistically, be it the Falklands, Grenada, or Tripoli,
and has continued on unabated in Latin Amsrica. Secondly,
it's the pollution of thought itself within the Left,
>'.lnd I 'rr. not referring only to 'i:urncoats and overly-tired ·
radicals, but the illusion of technology as having reached
some sort of pest-industrial "information" wor}.d.
The 1985-86 Perspectives take up this polluted
air
~

question

i&1

j

b&ii!!

H+ in the most concrete ways, as

•vioage: and its in that third section

of the precess of becoming practicing dialecticians,
and call attention to the fact that it was a 30-year long
march.

Pages 18-23, in relationship to the new type of

classes in theory and practice in transforming N&L into
__ ,+

- -

a biweekly, into a new type of collectivity,

in chapter 12

of RL'I'iLKM, BUT RETURN TO THE SUBJECT, and yet in a different
form, as tho executive session, where
thinking Idea and the Dialectics of
rooted in the final two.

I. deal with the selfLeade~ip,

which are

paragraphs of the Encyclopedia,
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as well as in Marx's Critique of the
where he speals of

lab~r'

instead .. of 'beirig

is_a "prime neaessity of life."

..

·~··

..

This is 8. pp_~,-.
'

··-

_.

_,·

Perhaps, despite the. fact: .that the Exe ~.utive -'
,,

\

,

~

Session was called The Self-Thinking .Idei!!~ methcdoit.ofui";::

came out as

---- t
.;, F

;

~.,o:..~..........
..

.' .·-; ~ ,,, . ·····~·-·· ,,.,,_, "'··'·'>r'''";
Idea itself and that'.s z;;;g;> why I first refeired.•to the
"'

ne;w book to be as the Dialectic of the Party, .which I.
.. . ..
..

-·.

was soon to change to the Dialectic of Organization,
and then .to Dialectics of

Organization

~nd

Philosophy,

with Party as well as fonns of organization bor.n

Ot\t

of

spontaneity following the colon: Therein is the rub.

-_::.;;.

------------~-------------------------In Eugene's "Introduction/OVerview" of his

OI\"'l

introdu.ctory~·ta- the _report at tho 1986 N&L conference,

he calls attention to the fact that though we have used
the words MHism for three decades "it is only in the mid.,

1980s that .we have chosen to single out MH, N&LC,.as

'"''··

. this philosop:N.c tendencies expressmen. of Absolute Idaa
~:;._-

. ' ·,.

5

,,

','.

\'·-.:. ___ ,.
~~'

as New Beginning."

.

-\...

(I questioned mid-1980s and ui:led :i;'lstead,

1981, as the year where I first used the expression,
organizationa 1 responsibility for ME).
On the second page (actually p. 14) there is what I
called the first big error, and that was when he used the
expression: "We will want to look at the 12 page N&L in
the 1980s as a pathway to the biweekly ..• "~ And :r as];;i ·~Thy . ·
biweekly instead of MHism?

The tr~th is that both the

12-pager and the biweekly--and for that matter, whe."l we
had to skip and \·:hen wa didn • t have to skip--Were ·ail'·

organizational decisions of MHism.

And, .specifically,

the reason for the 12-pager was, and this was a name
applied for the whole year, and that was l-980, not 1982--and that was "The Book".
RLW!J<M.

"The

The Book .referred to then was

Year of the Book" that required a 12-pager

was because by that time we wanted to become practioning
dialecticians, which at that time didn;t so much mean
journalistic concretization, but the ability to write
essays rather than either just reports or lenghty articles
rather than making a· category of a single philosophicpolitical-organizational topic.

Look over and study the
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essays contributed to that period.
The other aspect of the

n

truth of all

'other

"Bo6'ks'' :>i

was. that i t did necessitate always my true"dis.appearanc'e"
Whereas the truth is that r·go not-

for several months.

disappear even for a single day, from organizational
,-

--~

problems, even wren I do go.away •• ; ••• ~ ••• Thal: is-because •• ~ ••• ;·.•
-_

The other Why I put Oi1 that page is

:

-

-

.

:

-:

'

'

to ihe sentence

;:_. (•

-:~:~\ :_

,._ -.

"certainly the last half decade has shm.,;n that it meant ..
!Dme very new pathways for the author" and I asked, Why
<..

·.~

,l_

'

only for the author?''Wasn't it for the whole organization?
And didn't that hold for lil'i everything from the beginning?
?
?
?
'
1953, 1955, 1957.
On the following p. 15 I am wondering why "seven
dimensions that manifested the uniqueness of tb~ paper".
\

in the first peri()d--Black and so forth, :!.ncluding TW-.,.-,
where I write: Not Quite: TW is not one of seven, any more ,
than MHism and founder is one of 7.

'l'he S<!!ms thing riccurs ·

on p. 16, as if the fact that the pamphlets first appeared
in N&L, was N&L' s acharernents rather than ~lH' s.
There is no doubt that throughout the whole of the
report, that N&L has been made into a. Universal. · mtx Not .
only that, but spelled out so concretely that we were
'

'

'

already given all the issues and the schedu~e' and r '

1094'7· - · -·

. .

-

._.

~.

remeir;ber getting very upset . on the .fact
or· rather answered several questions about- Tlle:orv./Practi
columns, which definitely only I could have ans~eted a~d

...... ;<;,''!).'...·•·.:.,,·;:•c;

I wouldn't

.:f

do' any such .thing for a ~thole yea~ ~ill advance,
-

which would include, as he put ·it, who else

·,·

~;;

--.".

.. . ~

he.I;woU.id ..

want to write in that column wh.en I wouldn't ~<:Z.:i.te.it_;;

_;,_.-

//

_-.:.-·_.

And the result if you remember ~;as tha.t. severa.+)L<2t
say that they're already so exhausted that
glad they are not living in ·chicago.

up

to .• !.'

they're·~··

And that ~1as. before

either REB or I myself had knmm .. or would prea-qitte. to
answer.

****************************

.

~:; ..

_..

_,_·_

:;·

,_.,.

·-

c-' - •

1
'·:

..:..,y--·-~·

·

... (~

nola ont:0_.4 ..
Hegel tried to get rid .of\i!ije concept 4!lf of history

as mere contingency by saying that when it is "philosophic ally
comprehended" (Begriffen) it then is Science.

He then

bv
""' s. ="~J· "'cting.
·both Q • . . History and Sc_ience to the crucifixion.

s 1 1.. t h era cu t .......,.
~ i . _ _ __

.. I

;;s: ""i=t;G=:=i!ii!=:ii:.
•
s
· ...
ill•="~
•
.

--

~

-~

-----·---~----~J..lo-....-.

In all.of this,· we are only

in

-----------"'---:..._..__________,_,

the phenomenal world.

Hegel has 1 million ways of not ending.

So in the Science

of Logic, when he· comes to the Absolute

Idea, he stops

to tell you,· well, he's not really finished, you first
have to wait for the Philosophy of Nature and Philosophy
of z.,!ind: before yoU can have a true totality, a system.

And when he ] IIi, l1W
-when he first

~

!!Jill finished the S)ttStem,

finished with system, with !574, ·the

"Notion of Philosophy is the Self-Thinking Idea" an.d
we return to the beginning, but this time instead of
appearance, it is the "pure principle" itself.

When he

adds the .three new paragraphs, he is expanding this.
question of appearance into syllogisxms, so we get the
mere ·fact of the Encyclopedia, i.e., its strncttlre-Logic, Nature, Mind--..: and we find out that there is
a sundering of the various appearances and that the
mediation is really the key, so that~ it isn't Logic,
it is Nature, which "presents itself as the course of
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In the next paragrpph, ~576, the second syllogism·
becomes Nature-Mind-Logic: "It is the syllogism where
Z.ii.nd reflects on itself in the Id.ea: Philosophy appears
as a subjective ~ cognition, of which Liberty is the
. aim, and which is. itself the way to produce it. ••

Maurer ·is the one

I· accused of trying to appropriate.
A
this paragraph !~~XIIIICil!illlllflliliiii!Wilill'llillJ!!Jillil!!l! '
~ for iJ,.enomenology

=

as a sort of histor.r of philosophy.

By no•1 there ::.s

absolutely no way to avoid a conclusion.
unification of the

t~o

aspects (i575,

There is a

~576)

and he defines

it as "it is the nature of the fact and the Notion which
causes the movement and development, yet this sarne movemwent
is equally the action of cognition." · This t:j,me it is not
the crucifixion, this time everyone thinks they are going
to Heaven and. te God: as he writes his final sentence:
"The Eternal Idea, in full fruition of jts Essence,
eternally lt1 sets itself to work, engenders and enjoy~
itself as Absolute Mind."

. --·~

_.)1,

•.::~:..;·
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Note to Myself
_Do I wish to make a separate category of or distinction
bout those who are not members of the

P~B,

but are invited

specially for this meet in~ by saying that I hod

•.-:an~ed.

several times to talk with the PTC as a PTC, but somehow ·
the chance never presented itself and that therefore I am
...,ithC'~ t
glad that they are here now before any ideas being presented
here as conclusions.

In a word, it is all very informal

\\ and both they and the REB, as well as nr.rself, want a
raw
ljHIIIIMIIIII
FJ dialogue. J'~ h as I'm opposed\ to Hrst negatic;m,
.

.')

which is generally wrong . ~fl~QXk.&nr:--i:rrstf.nct_g__

~.t:.S}---tha
CUJ.intessential for·

\

t~e of raw rna tetial is

the/proc~ss

of

wo~'king out~..:'~onclusion,

'

making a decision.

Even should that turn out. t!:l be ha:.::dly
i

I

different from your

~irst

'· .

reaction, it isn't any longer

I
.;
\
just a first reaction, but, what flows
~\
l
and after your thinking.

af~

the dialogue

Now then, the question is first and foremost the
book, not as a book, but as a walking on absolutely
untrodden ground, and in a sense also untrodden by

~Jself.

10951

r(ga5on.I · m ;

fli

:i.n a '•(nii: certain.· sE:!nse also by

~self.__'-•lS''..thli.

. ,_',
,,.l
-~·

.

that I will _now find elements of this .new,
,:-.-:·

that I. hav~ touched op.; but was 1Q j£ quite
· abiut it, because the subjec;t was the

Part~ ~n~ •

,:,c
. ---come to the idea that I broached f~rst last ye<I:!C--,~~;;1~-,, :.c:'"~,_.io'c__,7~~;:,o_.,g";:i~

- ..• .__..

the. 18-. two are opposites but no"t. absolilte
. '·'

after digging in to the spontaneous forms of ,o:t~~ni~~ti~n
and readi.ng of the many contributions that have_'-bee~ maqe
by Eugene,

by Mike, by Peter.: by 'c:r.t;;.us,

that. a whiff of the opposition as if it were _absol~te
d:icf -still stick to us, especially becaur;e we were'·so in
love with that phrase -I've created about the movement from
practice that is itself a _form of 'theory that we hardly

.

(oUE.)

.

. .c._.,c.' were total in our projection of\'53 breakthrough,- which
. . . -.·:

definitely specified that the movement from practi.ce -~.
well as the movement from theory needed a unifivatioll
before they could. be a philosophy, and therefore· freedom
.·. 'itaelf.

That •is why I'm going to spend so much time. on
!!-,

- ..

·;

_._, __

--~~

''

• that he created a ·whole'new,_
.

.

revolution, but because,

·-··

-·.

-·· ..
--

····~·::'.::--::::=:-

:.. :, .~:.;~<

e~~c~ly ·wna t

is

-'""fo{OI:i~

age.

Nevet~heless,

·•·.;.;; ·.,.,,;;;;,;;;•,c:+i•~:·. ;.i~;~;.~;~:t~~!~~~fj~~~~~·~

it is likewise a

.

.•

had
. many changes. Take the greatest two appeara.nces_

The Communist Manifesto has everything 1 net only. a_gain~,t :
capitalism, but against all other conten.?ing t endencies.,
..

'~- -

He lists· four: bo'nrgoise 1 feudal, . petty-bourgeois,c ,

c.·c _

-

communist,

-

j ' •• -1

•

·"~ ...- . . . .

mo\•ement from _practice

•

··'

I

S<! clearly it isn't. just ·

but from theory; and he Clisd~guis!led

his 1!5 philosophu from a 11 others.

And yet when he · comes·' :' •

to distinguishing from the proletariat he choosea: only ()ne. . .·
thing--internationalism.

He does make a . distincitio~ · ·.

...
Freiligrath
• s · Si,gn:at,~rE~~;
.
-.

.,

· .... that :when he asks for
!'::.:.=~'::':<

~

-

_.-_

.

' t:hey were bth comr_ades of the same

the Communist,: League, and he himself doe·a·
any organized grouping.

He did 11ot me<m it. in '.the -~~$~£!1::'),:;;:~

sense that there is a party as the Cornmuliist Leagu~,<

.- . ·; ·-~
·iii the historic sense, and that it will remain as 'cart.
-

-·---". ··:·.

of history, that you can't re-write history."
possibly re-write the history of that
belonging to the

No

one~c.ar•_;

J!l!&i;Wa!a M~riif~sto -:

League, the Communist Manifesto~.E'{ER.

And of course, in the Critique of the Gotha Program,
when he so sharply critisized the "unity" of the

H e*u.aA

Lassalleans and the supposed Marxists, he· again re-iterated
and this time not only concretized but also fer the first
time ever ventured to give an idea of ~a neta! so'ciety ~--:

where it was clear that unless the Drganization,_ the
histcbric·
Party, or "'hataver form it finally assumes, stands on
principled ground: no unity can be possibly achie ved except
·for a specific action.

Now obviously all this unfortunately

was merely taken for granted, whereupon''concretely"
it got everything from reformism to ana:r:chism to god 1tnows ·
·. J•<~hat ~ther tendenc-J--all vanguardists.

And that does

the Council Communists. · But of course ·the
_.-..-.

-'··'

exampl~1 so there again wehave Reform
i16t;_ philosop);ty and self-development of
'L

.-.

··~._---.

· ··:.e!a indiyidua1ism which., lets nothing

iht~rf~re

.'

universalism,

***.***********************
_The point is that of, the years, 1924-29,

ww

II, and all those national revolutions, the rH;e of· a
. '.,.-

in sight,· not even telescopic sight, is there.

an answer

to the questions, what happens a fter conquest· of· power?
~ihy so many aborted revolutions?

organization?

What tyfe pf party or
have the vario~ .
What oniisof-spontane i ty--councila,. soviets,

.
committees, associations, communes--achieved?

And _why

when they did come close to power, it "las the political
organizations that didn't take them over· so much, as that
sea:r:ched for them to be absorbed
they themselves looked to be taken over.

_;

..-.

'

